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 Adhd Does Not Exist
by  Richard Saul

ISBN: 9780062266736
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-02-07
Pages: 208
Price: $31.50

A radical new response to a widely misunderstood condition
We are witnessing a global epidemic of attention deficit and hyperactivity disorder. Millions are suffering from attention issues, while millions more are
reliant on stimulant medication to perform at school and at work. Despite decades of advancements in neuroscience, the definition of ADHD has remained
essentially unchanged since its introduction in 1980, and its prevalence in the population has skyrocketed.
In this controversial and landmark work, Dr. Richard Saul draws from five decades as a practicing physician and researcher in the field to contend that the
definition of ADHD as we know it is completely wrong. Instead, he argues that the "disorder" is a cluster of symptoms stemming from more than twenty
other conditions, each requiring separate treatment. The detailed list ranges from mild problems like poor eyesight, sleep deprivation, and even boredom in
the classroom, to more severe conditions like depression and bipolar disorder.
Through the lens of history and into the present day, Dr. Saul examines "ADHD," exploring the rising cultural and medical trends that have birthed the
stimulant epidemic. Both comprehensive and illuminative, ADHD Does Not Exist is essential reading for doctors, practitioners, educators, and individuals
who are seeking an honest approach to understanding and treating this complex condition.

 Brunette Ambition
by  Lea Michele

ISBN: 9780804139076
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-05-20
Pages: 208
Price: $25.00

The star of the hit show Glee shares her experiences and insider tips on beauty, fashion, inner strength, and more in an illustrated book that's part memoir,
part how-to, and part style guide.
 
Lea Michele is one of the hardest working performers in show business.  Whether she's starring as Rachel Berry on Glee, rocking a glamorous look on the
red carpet, recording her solo album, or acting as the spokesperson for L'Oreal, Lea is the ultimate multi-tasker.  She knows better than anyone that it is
difficult to be your best self and keep things in perspective when your to-do list is overflowing and you are faced with challenges, so she's developed a
foolproof system for remaining healthy and centered.  In Brunette Ambition, she reveals the lessons and advice that have worked for her--from beauty and
fashion secrets to fitness tips, and career insights.  Supplemented with never-before-seen photos and revealing anecdotes, it's the book Lea wishes she'd had
in her teens and early twenties: A practical and inspirational guide to harnessing tenacity and passion and living the fullest life, no matter what obstacles life
puts in your way.
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 A Bully's Dream

You Can Overcome Bullying (and Other Stuff That Keeps You Down)
by  Nick Vujicic

ISBN: 9780307730930
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: The Doubleday Religious Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 224
Price: $17.99

With no arms, no legs, and no defense,Nick Vujicic was once a bully's target and knows what it feels like to be picked on and pushed around: It makes your
stomach hurt, gives you nightmares, and feels like there is no hope in sight. But Nick shows how you too can overcome and rise above bullying.
No Bully Can Define Who You Are
Nick has experienced bullying of all kinds for being "different." But he's learned that he doesn't have to play the bully's game-and neither do you. InStand
StrongNick gives you strategies for developing a "bully defense system," so you can handle bullies of all kinds by building your strength from the inside out.

Find out how to:
· Turn being bullied into a great opportunity(yes, really!)
· Create a safety zone within yourself
· Establish strong values that no bully can shake
· Deal with cyber bullies
· Develop a spiritual foundation to stay strong against bullying
· Monitor your emotions and control your response to them
· Help others who are being bullied
Are you facing the unwanted attention of a bully? You can stand up to the challenge, because you have greater power over your feelings and your life than
you may think! ...

 Deepening Community
Finding Joy Together in Chaotic Times
by  Paul Born

ISBN: 9781626560970
Binding: Paperback 
Series: BK Life
Publisher: Berrett-Koehler Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-03-10
Pages: 216
Price: $22.95

Community shapes our identity, quenches our thirst for belonging, and bolsters our physical, mental, emotional, and economic health. But in the chaos of
modern life, community ties have become unraveled, leaving many feeling afraid or alone in the crowd, grasping at shallow substitutes for true community.
In this thoughtful and moving book, Paul Born describes the four pillars of deep community: sharing our stories, taking the time to enjoy one another, taking
care of one another, and working together for a better world. To show the role each of these plays, he shares his own stories - as a child of refugees and as a
longtime community activist.It's up to us to create community. Born shows that the opportunity is right in front of us if we have the courage and conviction
to pursue it.             
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 Divine Love

by  Wayne W Dyer

ISBN: 9781401944087
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 
Price: $45.00

Join Dr. Wayne W. Dyer on the breathtaking island of Maui for a powerful event that could change your life. In this CD program, Wayne will help you ease
the conflicting thoughts in your mind and wake up to the power of Divine Love. He will teach you how to feel your own connection to your purpose-your
highest self. You came from love, and you will return in that same perfect love. And you will learn to live from this love perspective on a daily basis-thus
allowing you to tap intoyour own divinity and experience firsthand the inner peace that is yours.   Wayne has often said that his own purpose has been to live
a God-realized life, and from this point of view, he discovered something that changed his life: With God, all things are possible. And this, of course, leaves
nothing out. Listening to this program will help you cleanse the connecting link between what you have come to believe about yourself and who you really
are.   You are Divine . . . step into the Love.

 The Ecstasy of Surrender
12 Surprising Ways Letting Go Can Empower Your Life
by  Judith Orloff M. D.

ISBN: 9780307338204
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 432
Price: $31.00

No Description

 Extreme Mean
Trolls, Bullies and Predators Online
by  Paula Todd

ISBN: 9780771084034
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: McClelland & Stewart
Pub. Date: 2014-06-10
Pages: 352
Price: $29.95

No Description
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 I Can See Clearly Now

12-CD Set
by  Wayne W Dyer

ISBN: 9781401944056
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 
Price: $39.95

For many years, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer's fans have wondered when he would write a memoir. Well, after four decades as a teacher of self-empowerment and
the best-selling author of more than 40 books, Wayne has finally done just that! However, he has written it in a way that only he can-with a remarkable take-
home message for his longtime followers and new readers alike-and the result is an exciting new twist on the old format. Rather than a plain old memoir,
Wayne has gathered together quantum-moment recollections. In this revealing  and  engaging  CD, Wayne shares dozens of events from his life, from the
time he was a little boy in Detroit up to present day. In unflinching detail, he relates his vivid impressions of encountering many forks in the road, taking
readers with him into these formative experiences. Yet then he views the events from his current perspective, noting what lessons he ultimately learned, as
well as how he has made the resulting wisdom available tomillions via his lifelong dedication to service. As a reader, you will feel as if you are right there
with Wayne, perusing his personal photo album and hearing about his family, his time in the service, how he writes his best-selling books, and so much
more. In the process, you'll be inspired to look back at your own life to see how everything you have experienced has led you to where you are right now. 
Wayne has discovered that there are no accidents. Although we may not be aware of whoor what is "moving the checkers," life has a purpose, and each step
of our journey has something to teach us. As he says, "I wasn't aware of all of the future implications that these early experiences were to offer me. Now,
from a position of being able to see much more clearly, I know that every single encounter, every challenge, and every situation are all spectacular threads in
the tapestry that represents and defines my life, and I am deeply grateful for all of it." I Can See Clearly Now is an intimate look at an amazing teacher, but it
also holds the key for seekers on a personal path of enlightenment. Wayne offers up his own life as an example of how we can all recognize the hand of the
Divine steering our individual courses, helping us accomplish the mission we came here to fulfill.

 I Can See Clearly Now
by  Wayne W Dyer

ISBN: 9781401944032
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 371
Price: $27.95

For many years, Dr. Wayne W. Dyer's fans have wondered when he would write a memoir. Well, after four decades as a teacher of self-empowerment and
the best-selling author of more than 40 books, Wayne has finally done just that! However, he has written it in a way that only he can-with a remarkable take-
home message for his longtime followers and new readers alike-and the result is an exciting new twist on the old format. Rather than a plain old memoir,
Wayne has gathered together quantum-moment recollections. In this revealing  and  engaging  book, Wayne shares dozens of events from his life, from the
time he was a little boy in Detroit up to present day. In unflinching detail, he relates his vivid impressions of encountering many forks in the road, taking
readers with him into these formative experiences. Yet then he views the events from his current perspective, noting what lessons he ultimately learned, as
well as how he has made the resulting wisdom available to millions via his lifelong dedication to service. As a reader, you will feel as if you are right there
with Wayne, perusing his personal photo album and hearing about his family, his time in the service, how he writes his best-selling books, and so much
more. In the process, you'll be inspired to look back at your own life to see how everything you have experienced has led you to where you are right now. 
Wayne has discovered that there are no accidents. Although we may not be aware of who or what is "moving the checkers," life has a purpose, and each step
of our journey has something to teach us. As he says, "I wasn't aware of all of the future implications that these early experiences were to offer me. Now,
from a position of being able to see much more clearly, I know that every single encounter, every challenge, and every situation are all spectacular threads in
the tapestry that represents and defines my life, and I am deeply grateful for all of it." I Can See Clearly Now is an intimate look at an amazing teacher, but it
also holds the key for seekers on a personal path of enlightenment. Wayne offers up his own life as an example of how we can all recognize the hand of the
Divine steering our individual courses, helping us accomplish the mission we came here to fulfill.
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 I Just Graduated, Now What?
Honest Answers from Those Who Have Been There
by  Katherine Schwarzenegger

ISBN: 9780385347204
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-01
Pages: 288
Price: $24.00
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No Description

 Impulse
Why We Do What We Do Without Knowing Why We Do It
by  David Lewis

ISBN: 9781847946867
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Random House UK
Pub. Date: 2014-02-25
Pages: 336
Price: $18.99

No Description

 It Ain't Over . . . Till It's Over
Reinventing Your Life--and Realizing Your Dreams--Anytime, at Any Age
by  Marlo Thomas

ISBN: 9781476739915
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Atria Books
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 400
Price: $29.99

We've heard it all before: "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again.""Where there's a will, there's a way.""When life hands you lemons, make lemonade."
But anyone who has ever tried to make a big life change knows it can be a bit more complicated-- and frightening--than that. How do you get up the nerve
and confidence to actually take the leap? No one knows better than the women profiled in this powerful book by actress, activist, and bestselling author
Marlo Thomas. It Ain't Over . . . Till It's Over introduces us to sixty amazing women who are proving that it's never too late to live out a dream--to launch a
business, travel the world, get a PhD, indulge a creative impulse, make a family recipe famous, escape danger, find love, or fill a void in life with a
challenging new experience. Meet a graphic artist who fulfilled a childhood ambition by going to med school at age forty-two; a suburban mom whose
innovative snack recipe for her daughter's lunchbox turned into a multimillion-dollar business; a private-practice psychiatrist who convinced her husband
that they should quit their jobs and take off on an exciting, open-ended, cross-country adventure--in a giant bus, no less!; and a middle-aged English teacher
who, devastated to discover that her husband was cheating on her, refused to be a victim, filed for divorce, and began the challenging journey of rebuilding
her life. Brimming with anecdotes that will inspire smiles, tears, and--most of all--hope, It Ain't Over speaks to women of all ages with an empowering
message: The best is yet to come!
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 Lived Through This

Listening to the Stories of Sexual Violence Survivors
by  Anne K Ream,  Patricia Evans

ISBN: 9780807033364
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 216
Price: $27.95

In these pages you'll meet a community of rape and sexual violence survivors who have been shaped, but refuse to be defined, by their histories of violence.
They are brave, and they are outspoken--but, mostly, they are hopeful.
  
 From its insistently resolute opening essay to its final, deeply moving story, Lived Through This is a book that defies conventional wisdom about life in the
wake of sexual violence, while putting names and faces on an issue that too often leaves its victims silent and invisible.
  
 Part personal history of Anne Ream's own experience rebuilding her life after violence, part memoir of a multi-country, multi-year journey spent listening to
survivors, Lived Through This is at once deeply personal and resolutely political. In these pages we are introduced to, among others, the women of Atenco,
Mexico, victims of rape and political torture who are speaking out about gender-based violence in Latin America; Beth Adubato, a woman who was raped by
a popular athlete and then denied justice when her college failed to fully investigate the attack; and Jenny and Steve Bush, a rape survivor and her father who
are working together to share Jenny's testimony of surviving rape at the hands of a veteran in order to alter the US military's response to sexual violence
committed by those in its ranks.  
  
 Writing with compassion, candor, and, at times, even much-needed humor, Ream brings us a series of stories and essays that are as insistent as they are incis
...

 Mindwise
How We Understand What Others Think, Believe, Feel, and Want
by  Nicholas Epley

ISBN: 9780307595911
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Knopf Doubleday Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-02-11
Pages: 272
Price: $31.00

No Description

 Miracles Now
108 Life-Changing Tools for Less Stress, More Flow, and Finding Your True Purpose
by  Gabrielle Bernstein

ISBN: 9781401944346
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 272
Price: $24.95

     Let's be real for a sec. Most of us don't have time for an hour of yoga or 30 minutes of meditation every day. We're overwhelmed as it is. Our spiritual
practice shouldn't add to that.       That's why I've handpicked 108 simple techniques to combat our most common problems-stress, burnout, frustration,
jealousy, resentment. The stuff we have to deal with on a daily basis. This book is designed so that you can achieve peace and experience  miracles now.      
Inspired by some of the greatest spiritual teachings, these practical, moment-to-moment tools will help you eliminate blocks and live with more ease. They're
powerful, life-changing meditations and principles, modernized and broken down into easy-to-digest techniques to fit your lifestyle.       Throughout the
book, I share principles from both  A Course in Miracles and Kundalini yoga and meditation. These tools can help you find your connection to your inner
strength. When you practice these techniques, fear will melt away, inspiration will spring up, and a sense of peace will set in.
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 The Motivation Manifesto

7 Declarations to Claim Your Personal Power
by  Brendon Burchard

ISBN: 9781451667721
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Free Press
Pub. Date: 2014-10-28
Pages: 288
Price: $29.99

From the New York Times bestselling author of The Charge and The Millionaire Messenger comes the definitive statement on motivation for our troubled
times.

The Motivation Manifesto is a pulsing, articulate, ferocious call to claim our personal power. World-renowned high performance trainer Brendon Burchard
reveals that the main motive of mankind is the pursuit of greater Personal Freedom. We desire the grand liberties of choice--time freedom, emotional
freedom, social freedom, financial freedom. Only two enemies stand in our way: an external enemy, defined as the social oppression of who we are by the
mediocre masses, and an internal enemy, a sort of self-oppression caused by our own doubt and fear. The march to Personal Freedom, Burchard argues, can
only be won by declaring our intent and independence, stepping into our personal power, and battling through self-doubt and the distractions of the day until
full victory is won. Recalling the revolutionist voices of the past that chose freedom over tyranny, Burchard--at times poetic yet always fierce--motivates us
to free ourselves from fear and take back our lives once and for all.

 Opening Heaven's Door
What the Dying May be Trying to Tell Us About Where They're Going
by  Patricia Pearson

ISBN: 9780307360137
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2014-04-08
Pages: 304
Price: $29.95

From the award-winning, groundbreaking author of A Brief History of Anxiety...Yours and Mine comes a touching, exhilarating, challenging exploration of
the inexplicable gleamings of another world many of us experience, in life, in grief, and near death. 

Sparked by extraordinary experiences that occurred in her family when her father and her sister both died in 2008, Patricia Pearson was launched on a
journey of investigation into what she calls "a curious sort of modern underground--a world beneath the secular world, inhabited by ordinary human beings
having extraordinary experiences that they aren't, on the whole, willing to disclose." Roughly half the bereaved population, about 20% of those near death
who recover, and an unreported number of the dying witness or experience a sensed presence, the mystery of near-death awareness, and, if they are not in
horrible pain or medicated into unconsciousness, rationally inexplicable feelings of transcendence and grace as they depart on the journey from which none
of us return. 

Pearson brings us effortlessly into her illuminating quest for answers, inspiring us to own up to experiences we may never have shared with anyone. Secular
or religious, all of us wonder deeply about these things if we let ourselves, and also about the medical, social and psychological implications of
understanding what it means to pass through heaven's door.
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 Own It!

Be The Boss Of Your Life---at Home And In The Workplace
by  Tabatha Coffey

ISBN: 9780062251008
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers
Pub. Date: 2014-04-15
Pages: 240
Price: $32.99

From the straight-shooting breakout BRAVO star of Tabatha Takes Over and author of It's Not Really About the Hair, comes a new book sharing her secrets
of business success in her trademark no-nonsense styleWith her characteristic sound advice and savvy expertise, the perfectly coiffed businesswoman and
reality TV personality Tabatha Coffey is back, with a second book teaching readers that the secret of success is taking charge of their own future. Part small
business advice, part self-help, the book, based on her successful reality show Tabatha Takes Over, in which she overhauls failing businesses, will help
readers who are trying to re-imagine their careers, hoping to start over, or just getting started.Sharing her blunt but rational wisdom, Tabatha gives tips in
areas like entrepreneurship, customer service, management, and women in business. Filled with stories about real people who have faced challenging
transitions along with her own experiences, Tabatha breathes more into this book than her unflinching honesty: she shares her understanding of readers'
passions and her never-say-never-attitude when it comes to making sure they can achieve them. Own It! is equal parts funny, shocking, and inspirational.

 The Popularity Book
Vintage Advice and Wisdom from The Greatest Generation
by  Arthur Murray

ISBN: 9781908402769
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 128
Price: $10.95

No Description

 The Power of Forgetting
Six Essential Skills to Clear Out Brain Clutter and Become the Sharpest, Smartest You
by  Mike Byster

ISBN: 9780307985873
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-18
Pages: 368
Price: $18.00

An uncommon guide for accomplishing more every day by engaging the unique skill of forgetting, from the creator of the award-winning memory training
system Brainetics

Is it possible that the answer to becoming a more efficient and effective thinker is learning how to forget? Yes! Mike Byster will show you how mastering
this extraordinary technique--forgetting unnecessary information, sifting through brain clutter, and focusing on only important nuggets of data--will change
the quality of your work and life balance forever.

Using the six tools in The Power of Forgetting, you'll learn how to be a more agile thinker and productive individual. You will overcome the staggering
volume of daily distractions that lead to to brain fog, an inability to concentrate, lack of creativity, stress, anxiety, nervousness, angst, worry, dread, and even
depression. By training your brain with Byster's exclusive quizzes and games, you'll develop the critical skills to become more successful in all that you do,
each and every day.
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 Powers Of Two

Finding the Essence of Innovation in Creative Pairs
by Joshua Wolf Shenk

ISBN: 9780544031593
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Pub. Date: 2014-08-05
Pages: 336
Price: $36.00

Recently writers like Malcolm Gladwell, Steven Johnson, and Clay Shirky have sought to explain creativity as the work of lucky, hardworking people or the
result of certain qualities of a particular environment or group of people. Joshua Wolf Shenk shows how such notions, as appealing as they are, miss the
essence of creativity, which is generated by people working in pairs.  From John Lennon and Paul McCartney to Pierre and Marie Curie to Steve Jobs and
Steve Wozniak, Shenk portrays many of history's most iconic creative duos, drawing on new scientific research and building an argument that will reshape
our view of the individual, relationships, and society itself. Along the way, he reveals how pairs begin to talk, think, and even look like each other; how the
most successful ones thrive on conflict; why they break up; and more. He also marshals new research that suggests how deeply the notion of pairing
influences our psyches: even when we're alone, we're collaborating with the voice inside our head. At once intuitive and deeply surprising, Powers of Two is
mind-blowing.

 The Psychopath Whisperer
The Science of Those Without Conscience
by  Kent A Phd Kiehl

ISBN: 9780770435844
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 304
Price: $31.00

A compelling journey into the science and behavior of psychopaths, written by the leading scientist in the field of criminal psychopathy.

We know of psychopaths from chilling headlines and stories in the news and movies--from Ted Bundy and John Wayne Gacy, to Hannibal Lecter and
Dexter Morgan. As Dr. Kent Kiehl shows, psychopaths can be identified by a checklist of symptoms that includes pathological lying; lack of empathy, guilt,
and remorse; grandiose sense of self-worth; manipulation; and failure to accept one's actions. But why do psychopaths behave the way they do? Is it the
result of their environment-- how they were raised--or is there a genetic component to their lack of conscience? 

 This is the question Kiehl, a protÃ©gÃ© of famed psychopath researcher Dr. Robert Hare, was determined to answer as he began his career twenty years
ago. To aid in his quest to unravel the psychopathic mind, Kiehl created the first mobile functional MRI scanner to study psychopaths in prison populations.
The brains of more than five hundred psychopaths and three thousand other offenders have been scanned by Kiehl's laboratory--the world's largest forensic
neuroscience repository of its kind. Over the course of The Psychopath Whisperer, we follow the scientific bread crumbs that Kiehl uncovered to show that
the key brain structures that correspond with emotional engagement and reactions are diminished in psychopaths, offering new clues to how to predict and
treat the disorder. 

 In The Psychopath Whisperer, Kiehl describes in fascinating detail his years working with psych ...
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 Questions for the Dalai Lama

Answers on Love, Success, Happiness, & the Meaning of Life
by  Dede Cummings,  Travis Hellstrom

ISBN: 9781578264971
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Little Book. Big Idea.
Publisher: Hatherleigh Press
Pub. Date: 2014-05-27
Pages: 112
Price: $15.50

For centuries, millions upon millions of people have sought out the wisdom of the Dalai Lama. Tenzin Gyatso, the current and XIV Dalai Lama, has traveled
the world, spreading his personal doctrine of compassion and understanding. His sage words resonate with all who hear him speak, encompassing topics as
grand as world peace, and as simple as learning to love ourselves. 
  
 Presented in a clear, elegant format, Questions for the Dalai Lama poses universal questions, giving answers from the Dalai Lama himself, assembled from
quotes, articles, speeches, and written works directly attributed to His Holiness. Organized into several themes, Questions for the Dalai Lama touches on
themes ranging from love, to tragedy, to compassion and happiness.
  
 Drawing on the enduring words of the His Holiness, this inspirational book makes a wonderful gift for anyone seeking greater personal happiness and a life
informed by compassion and wisdom. Organized into sections and built around a simple, informal question and answer format, Questions for the Dalai Lama
is easy to understand, and easy to share with friends and loved ones.
  
 "The more you are motivated by love, the more fearless and free your actions will be."
  --XIV Dalai Lama

 The Rise
Creativity, the Gift of Failure, and the Search for Mastery
by  Sarah Lewis

ISBN: 9781451629231
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

It is one of the enduring enigmas of the human experience: many of our most iconic, creative endeavors--from Nobel Prize-winning discoveries to
entrepreneurial inventions and works in the arts--are not achievements but conversions, corrections after failed attempts. The gift of failure is a riddle. Like
the number zero, it will always be both a void and the start of infinite possibility. The Rise--a soulful celebration of the determination and courage of the
human spirit--makes the case that many of our greatest triumphs come from understanding the importance of this mystery. This exquisite biography of an
idea is about the improbable foundations of creative human endeavor. The Rise begins with narratives about figures past and present who range from writers
to entrepreneurs; Frederick Douglass, Samuel F. B. Morse, and J. K. Rowling, for example, feature alongside choreographer Paul Taylor, Nobel Prize-
winning physicists Andre Geim and Konstantin Novoselov, Arctic explorer Ben Saunders, and psychology professor Angela Duckworth. The Rise explores
the inestimable value of often ignored ideas--the power of surrender for fortitude, the criticality of play for innovation, the propulsion of the near win on the
road to mastery, and the importance of grit and creative practice. From an uncommonly insightful writer, The Rise is a true masterwork.
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 The Sleep Cure

Proven Strategies for a Good Night's Rest
by  John Tesh

ISBN: 9781476757544
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Howard Books
Pub. Date: unknown
Pages: 192
Price: $22.99

From the author of the New York Times bestselling book Intelligence for Your Life, this guide provides sleep-deprived readers with proven strategies for a
good night's rest.

Have you fought night after night to get the deep, rejuvenating sleep you need? Well look no further--in The Sleep Cure, recovered insomniac John Tesh
offers valuable advice about a topic he has struggled with personally. Writing candidly and passionately, he provides examples and solutions from his own
experience as well as tips from the most trusted experts on how to cure insomnia and other sleep issues. The first sleep tip comes from an anthropologist at
Emory University, Dr. Carol Worthman. She says we need to stop worrying about not getting eight solid hours of shut-eye each night. When you look at
global populations and our own evolutionary history, she says, people naturally wake up two or three times a night. It's the worrying that's the problem. And
here's a sleep tip from psychiatrist Wendy Troxel: Couples need to practice healthy conflict resolution during the day in order to get better sleep at night.
That's because for a man, the quality of his sleep from the night before affects how he treats his spouse the next day. For a woman, how she interacts with her
spouse during the day affects how she'll sleep that night. So compromising and listening to your partner can lead to a better marriage--and much better sleep.
Combining the experts' top solutions with Tesh's own personal stories, The Sleep Cure has all the personal support and practical tips you need for curing
sleeplessness. By following Tesh's advice and honing in on key practices, you'll be snoozing in no time!

 The Smart Girl's Guide to Getting What You Want
How to be assertive with wit, style and grace
by  Mary Hartley

ISBN: 9781780285542
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Osprey Publishing
Pub. Date: 2014-04-22
Pages: 256
Price: $13.95

No Description
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 The Sober Truth

Debunking the Bad Science Behind 12-Step Programs and the Rehab Industry
by  Lance Dodes,  Zachary Dodes

ISBN: 9780807033159
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Beacon Press
Pub. Date: 2014-03-25
Pages: 192
Price: $29.95

An exposÃ© of Alcoholics Anonymous, 12-step programs, and the rehab industry--and how a failed addiction-treatment model came to dominate America.
  
 AA has become so infused in our society that it is practically synonymous with addiction recovery. Yet the evidence shows that AA has only a 5-10 percent
success rate--hardly better than no treatment at all. Despite this, doctors, employers, and judges regularly refer addicted people to treatment programs and
rehab facilities based on the 12-step model.
  
 In The Sober Truth, acclaimed addiction specialist Dr. Lance Dodes exposes the deeply flawed science that the 12-step industry has used to support its
programs. Dr. Dodes analyzes dozens of studies to reveal a startling pattern of errors, misjudgments, and biases. He also pores over the research to highlight
the best peer-reviewed studies available and discovers that they reach a grim consensus on the program's overall success.
  
 But The Sober Truth is more than a book about addiction. It is also a book about science and how and why AA and rehab became so popular, despite the
discouraging data. Dr. Dodes explores the entire story of AA's rise, from its origins in early fundamentalist religious and mystical beliefs to its present-day
place of privilege in politics and media. 
  
 The Sober Truth includes true stories from Dr. Dodes's thirty-five years of clinical practice, as well as firsthand accounts submitted by addicts through an
open invitation on the Psychology Toda ...

 The Tools II
by  Phil Stutz,  Barry Michels

ISBN: 9780307363558
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Random House of Canada
Pub. Date: 2015-05-05
Pages: 288
Price: $29.95

No Description

 The Trickster's Hat
A Mischievous Apprenticeship in Creativity
by  Nick Bantock

ISBN: 9780399165023
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Perigee Trade
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 208
Price: $21.00

The act of creating art, in all its forms, offers us a path to our souls. But the path can be confusing, and getting lost along the way is inevitable. However,
maybe that's the point.

 In The Trickster's Hat, bestselling author of the Griffin & Sabine cycle Nick Bantock invites you to lose yourself in order to become a better creator.
Inspired by Nick's popular and mischievous workshops, the book's forty-nine perceptive exercises will encourage you to forget your destination while you
meander through the wondrous world that awaits you in the periphery of your mind's eye.

 If you're willing to be lead hither and thither down unlikely paths by a fellow of dubious reputation, if you're prepared to keep a sense of humor and not be
phased when he plucks the unexpected out of a mischief-stuffed hat, if you're ready to zigzag, detour, and wander in search of a better understanding of your
artistic core, then, let the Trickster be your guide.
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 Triple Package, The

How Three Unlikely Traits Explain the Rise and Fall of Cultural Groups in America
by  Amy Chua,  Jed Rubenfeld

ISBN: 9781594205460
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Penguin Press HC, The
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 304
Price: $29.50

"That certain groups do much better in America than others--as measured by income, occupational status, test scores, and so on--is difficult to talk about. In
large part this is because the topic feels racially charged. The irony is that the facts actually debunk racial stereotypes. There are black and Hispanic
subgroups in the United States far outperforming many white and Asian subgroups. Moreover, there's a demonstrable arc to group success--in immigrant
groups, it typically dissipates by the third generation--puncturing the notion of innate group differences and undermining the whole concept of 'model
minorities.'"  
   Mormons have recently risen to astonishing business success. Cubans in Miami climbed from poverty to prosperity in a generation. Nigerians earn
doctorates at stunningly high rates. Indian and Chinese Americans have much higher incomes than other Americans; Jews may have the highest of all.
             Why do some groups rise? Drawing on groundbreaking original research and startling statistics, The Triple Package uncovers the secret to their
success. A superiority complex, insecurity, impulse control--these are the elements of the Triple Package, the rare and potent cultural constellation that
drives disproportionate group success. The Triple Package is open to anyone. America itself was once a Triple Package culture. It's been losing that edge for
a long time now. Even as headlines proclaim the death of upward mobility in America, the truth is that the oldfashioned American Dream is very much
alive--butsome groups have a cultural edge, which enables them to take advantage of opportunity far more than others.
            o   Americans are taught that everyone is equal, that no group is superior to another. But remarkably, all of America's most successful groups believe
(even      if they don't say so aloud) that they're exceptional, chosen, superior in some way.      o   Americans are taught that self-es ...

 Trying Not to Try
The Art and Science of Spontaneity
by  Edward Slingerland

ISBN: 9780770437619
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Crown Publishing Group
Pub. Date: 2014-03-04
Pages: 304
Price: $30.00

No Description

 You Can Heal Your Heart
Finding Peace After a Breakup, Divorce, or Death
by  Louise L Hay,  David Kessler

ISBN: 9781401943875
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Hay House
Pub. Date: 2014-02-04
Pages: 216
Price: $25.95

In You Can Heal Your Heart, self-help luminary Louise Hay and renowned grief and loss expert David Kessler, the protege of Elisabeth KÃ¼bler-Ross,
have come together to start a conversation on healing grief. This remarkable book discusses the emotions that occur when a relationship leaves you
brokenhearted, a marriage ends in divorce, or a loved one dies. It will also foster awareness and compassion, providing you with the courage to face many
other types of losses and challenges, suchas saying good-bye to a beloved pet, losing your job, coming to terms with a life-threatening illness or disease, and
much more.  With a perfect blend of Louise's teachings and affirmations on personal growth and transformation and David's many years of working with
those in grief, this empowering book will inspire an extraordinary new way of thinking, bringing hope and fresh insights into your life and even your current
and future relationships. You will not only learn how to help heal your grief, but you will also discover that, yes, you can heal your heart.
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 Your Life Calling

Reimagining the Rest of Your Life
by  Jane Pauley

ISBN: 9781476733760
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Pub. Date: 2014-01-07
Pages: 272
Price: $29.99

IN 2014, EVERY BABY BOOMER WILL HAVE REACHED THE MILESTONE AGE OF FIFTY. FOR MOST, IT'S NOT AN END BUT THE
BEGINNING OF SOMETHING NEW. This is the awakening of a generation to the opportunities that lie ahead. Research has shown that people in their
fifties are more vital now than they were only ten years ago. They're saying, "I'm game, I'm up for it, I want to do more." Jane Pauley, one of America's most
beloved and trusted broadcast journalists, gives voice to the opportunities of her generation--and the next one too--offering humor and insight about the
journey forward. Your Life Calling is a fresh look at ideas that have been simmering since boomers first entered midlife with a different perspective on the
future than any generation before: that there was more to come--and perhaps the best of all. Jane is not an advice giver but a storyteller. Here she tells her
own and introduces readers to the fascinating people she has featured on her award-winning Today show segment, Life Reimagined Today. You'll meet
Betsy McCarthy, who traded in her executive briefcase for knitting needles; Gid Pool, who launched a career as a stand-up comic; Richard Rittmaster, who
joined the National Guard Chaplain Corps; Trudy Lundgren, who took her home on the road in an RV; Paulie Gee, who opened a successful pizzeria in
Brooklyn; and many more. Their stories are delightful, compelling, and inspiring for anyone asking "What am I going to do with my supersized life?"
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